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“Everybody loves a Parade?” 
A SERMON on Luke 19:28-40 for Palm Sunday, Year C 
Preached 10 April 2022 by the Rev. Matthew Emery, Lead Minister 
Cloverdale United Church, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada 
 
 

“Everybody loves a parade!”  That’s one of those things that’s been said so many times 
that it’s hard to say who said it first.  Regardless, though, supposedly “everybody loves a parade.”   

Well, evidently, I am not included in “everybody”.   
You see, for much of my youth, I seriously disliked parades.  Perhaps at the time I would 

have even said I “hated” them.  The truth is, I was paraded out.  One year when I was in late 
elementary school, or maybe middle school… somewhere around grades 5 to 8… my sister was 
chosen as the ‘queen’ of the local county fair, the Gratiot Agricultural Expo.  Aside from various 
roles during the week of the fair itself, the main thing my sister seemed to do as queen of the 
county fair was ride in the parades of all the other fairs and festivals around the area.  At least 
that’s all I, at my age, could figure out that she did.  In the 12 months of her ‘reign’ as fair queen, 
my family went to something like 15 different fairs or festivals.  And mind you, they don’t typically 
schedule these festivals in the winter, which in Michigan is quite a bit of the year, so this was 15 
different festivals in just a few short months.  We went to the blueberry festival, the mint festival, 
the maple syrup festival, the Danish festival, the showboat festival, the red flannel festival, even 
the stump-fence festival.  Yes, indeed, in the little hamlet of Trufant, Michigan—population 
5101—they not only are known for making fences out of tree stumps; they have an annual festival 
and parade to celebrate it. 

Now, let me tell you—for those of you who’ve not had the experience—once you’ve seen 2 
or 3 of these small-town festival parades, you’ve seen them all.  First of all, each one began with 
what seemed like, at least at my age, an excruciatingly long and boring wait for the parade to 
arrive—because, of course, my sister had to be there early to be in the line-up.  And then, when 
the parade did finally start rolling by, it was always the same.  The same fire-trucks, and high 
school marching bands, and local politicians, and the Shriners with their little clown cars, and the 
McDonald’s van handing out those little packets of cookies.  Now, sure, the fire-trucks would have 
a different town name on the side; the marching band would be wearing a different uniform.  But 
by the 5th parade, and certainly by the 15th one, it didn’t really matter.   

 
When you’re standing on the sidelines, you see, every parade is basically the same. 
 
The story of Palm Sunday, it is a story of a parade… but this parade was different.  This 

parade wasn’t a celebration.  There were no festival floats or fair queens.  This parade, it was street 
theatre.  It was provocation.  It was protest. 

In a scene more Saturday Night Live than Sunday-morning-sober, Jesus and the crowds 
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with him mounted a show to make a mockery of the way the kings of empire, the forces of power, 
came galloping into town, crushing not just the sand but also the people’s hopes with it.  On a 
joke-worthy steed, Jesus—the One whom the people hoped would be the new king—he took to 
the city… but not in force.  Rather, in a farce. 

The true farce, though, was not this mocking scene staged by Jesus.  Rather, the far bigger 
farce was all that was being done by the so-called powers themselves—by the Roman emperor 
who forced so-called “peace” by way of brutal violence, by the religious elite more concerned with 
respectability than with faithfulness.   

Our world today is not much different, is it?  We know all too well the farces that are 
passed off as justice.  And if we haven’t realized their folly, we probably haven’t been listening 
much to the Jesus we acclaimed at the beginning of our little parade this morning.  Palm Sunday 
Jesus, you see, is the Jesus who dares to step out and unmask the powers that prey on people’s 
lives, and challenges those powers to their core. 

Which of course is exactly what makes Palm Sunday the entry point into Holy Week, this 
week of Jesus’ passion.  Palm Sunday leads directly to the cross, you see, because the powers don’t 
take kindly to being challenged, being pushed, being exposed, being laid bare.   

 
When you’re standing on the sidelines, every parade is basically the same.  But in the 

parade that Jesus stages, there are no sidelines.  In the march of justice, all of us who claim to be 
disciples of Jesus have a position that is ours to fill.  In the parade of grace, all of us whom Jesus 
has claimed as beloved have a spot marked with our name.  In the walk that leads us through 
costly death and into priceless new life, all of us are being marshalled into the lineup. 

This parade is not simply the same-ol’ same-ol’, my friends. 
And as we dare to follow Christ to where he goes—not only in this week called holy, but in 

this world being made holy—we shall not be left the same, either. 


